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SYNTACTIC NUMBER FEATURES AND COUNT/MASS DETERMINERS 

 

1. Introduction and Background 

1.1. This research began as a seminar paper for Prof. Julia Horvath's Syntactic Theory 

in Light of Minimalism seminar. 

1.2. The goal is to account for possible word orders in English partitive phrases. 

1.3. My analysis builds on that of Zamparelli (1998), adopting two components and 

deviating in a third: 

1.3.1. Copying: the maximal projection of a noun (noun, complements and 

restrictive modifiers; henceforth NP) copies (à la Chomsky's 1993 copy theory 

of movement) to the specifier of the phrase projected by the partitive 

preposition of (RP, short for Residue Phrase). 

Zamparelli: this copying always occurs. Me: only sometimes. 

1.3.2. PF-licensing: a phonetic form (PF) licensing condition determines when either 

NP copy can be spelled out, and when the higher copy must be spelled out. 

The PF-licensing condition is not related to features, so I do not review it. 

See §6.1 and Zamparelli (1998:11–12). 

This condition is satisfied in all upcoming examples, so it is a non-factor. 

This condition does not drive the copying. 

 

1.3.3. Drive of copying: count predicative determiners (PDs) come from the lexicon 

with number features that are uninterpretable on PDs, but interpretable on 

NPs. This requires them to C-command an NP unvalued for number with no 

intervening PD, to dispose of those features: 

Before copying: After copying: 

 PDPii        

         

PD0
ii[sg/pl]  RP      

         

  R0  DP    

         

    D0  PDPi  

          

      PD0
i NP[num?] 

          

 of    

 can't Agree    
 

PDPii         

           

PD0
ii  RP        

           

  NP[sg/pl]  R'      

           

  R0  DP    

         

    D0  PDPi  

          

      PD0
i NP[num?] 

          

  of    

 Agree       
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2. Data 

2.1. The data that motivates the analysis of what drives the copying is three pairs of 

count/mass predicative determiners (PDs) that exhibit different word order options 

when complementing a partitive phrase: 

count  mass 

2.1.1. many  much 

2.1.2. few  little 

2.1.3. number of bit of 

2.2. With the count PDs in (1–3), the NP can be spelled out prior to the partitive 

preposition of, (see (b) sentences), but not so with the mass PDs in (4–6): 

(See §6.3 for sources of utterances in quotation marks.) 

……  

(1)  "many fans of Tolle's say he has changed their lives," 

 a. ✔️many fans of Tolle's fans 

 b. ✔️many fans of Tolle's fans 

(2)  "a few friends of Raju's came to the house." 

 a. ✔️a few friends of Raju's friends 

 b. ✔️a few friends of Raju's friends 

(3)  "A number of friends of Peggy's enjoyed games and a nice lunch." 

 a. ✔️a number of friends of Peggy's friends 

 b. ✔️a number of friends of Peggy's friends 

(4)  "much of Houston's water comes from the Trinity River," 

 a. ✔️much water of Houston's water 

 b. ❌much water of Houston's water 

(5)  "all he needs is a little of Nick's blood," 

 a. ✔️a little blood of Nick's blood 

 b. ❌a little blood of Nick's blood 

(6)  "Gimli fingered a bit of Legolas' hair." 

 a. ✔️a bit of hair of Legolas' hair 

 b. ❌a bit of hair of Legolas' hair 
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The ❌ in the (b) sentences in (4–6) represents non-occurrence of the following 

tagged string in three corpora with a total of 69 billion words; JSI 2014-18 (33 

billion), enTenTen13 (19 billion) and enTenTen15 (15 billion): 

[
much
little
bit of

] [singular noun] [of] [possessive personal noun] [
verb

puncuation
] 

In the (a) sentences in (3) and (6), there are two phonetically adjacent of 

prepositions, one belonging to the PD and another being the partitive preposition. 

One drops due to haplology (Nevins 2012). 

In (3b), both of prepositions are spelled out. 

 

3. Analysis 

3.1. The structure of a predicative determiner (PD) complementing a partitive phrase 

(RP) involves the following five components: 

3.1.1. NPs start the derivation unvalued for number, notated as [num?]. 

3.1.2. The determiner node closest to the NP is PD0, which hosts numerals, several, 

many, few, number of, much, little, bit of and more. 

3.1.2.1.Count (but not mass) PDs come from the lexicon with number features, 

[sg] (singular) or [pl] (plural) that are uninterpretable on PDs, but 

interpretable on NPs. 

3.1.2.2.Count PDs dispose of those features by C-commanding an NP[num?] with 

no intervening PD. In turn, NP[num?] gets valued as NP[sg] or NP[pl]. 

3.1.3. The node outside PDP is D0, which hosts quantifiers, definiteness determiners, 

demonstratives and the Saxon genitive 's. 

3.1.4. The node outside DP is R0 (residue), which hosts the partitive preposition of. 

3.1.5. , ;lmbklj 

3.2. When PD0
ii hosts a count determiner like many, it cannot Agree with the only 

NP[num?] in its c-command domain, because PD0
i is intervening: 
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 PDPii          

           

PD0
ii[pl]  RP        

           

  R  DP      

           

    DP  D'    

           

    D0  PDPi  

          

      PD0
i NP[num?] 

          

many[pl] of John 's  FRIEND 

 can't Agree     

 

3.2.1. To remedy this situation, the embedded NP[num?] copies to spec-RP: 

 

 PDPii            

             

PD0
ii  RP          

             

  NP[pl]  R'        

             

  R  DP      

           

    DP  D'    

           

    D0  PDPi  

          

      PD0
i NP[num?] 

          

many FRIEND of John 's  FRIEND 

 Agree       

 

3.2.2. I assume that the copying occurs before feature-valuing, so the NP is copied 

while it is still unvalued for number. 

(In the above tree, the lower NP copy remains unvalued for number, but see 

§6.2 for an example where it gets valued.) 

3.2.3. At the PF interface, this tree can be spelled out as one of the following: 

many friends of John's friends 

many friends of John's friends 

3.3. When PD0
ii hosts a mass determiner like much, no copying occurs, because much 

does not come from the lexicon with number features: 
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 PDPii          

           

PD0
ii  RP        

           

  R  DP      

           

    DP  D'    

           

    D0  PDPi  

          

      PD0
i NP 

          

much of Houston 's  water 

 

3.3.1. At the PF interface, this three is spelled out as: 

much of Houston's water 

The NP cannot be spelled out prior to of, as it does not copy to spec-RP: 

*much water of Houston's (cf. (4b))  

 

4. Alternative analysis, with [sg] and [pl] as values of a binary feature 

4.1. In this section, I offer an alternative analysis, where [sg] and [pl] are values of a 

binary feature with morpho-phonological and interpretive correlates. 

4.2. Morpho-phonologically: 

4.2.1. NP[sg]: spelled out without a (semantic) plural morpheme. 

4.2.2. PL[pl]: spelled out with a (semantic) plural morpheme. 

4.3. Interpretively (semantically): 

(This idea is based on an unpublished early version of Landman's [2011, 2016] 

iceberg semantics for the count-mass distinction.) 

4.3.1. NP[sg]: the counting set is identical to the denotation set. 

4.3.2. NP[pl]: the counting set is not identical to the denotation set. 

In the following charts, den = denotation set, cnt = counting set: 

 

Singular count (bird) Object mass (poultry)  Substance mass (cheese) 

{🦆 🦅 🦉} 

{
 
 

 
 🐣🐤🐓

🐣🐤 🐣🐓 🐤🐓

🐣 🐤 🐓

0 }
 
 

 
 

 

 

{
 
 

 
 

0 }
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birds two birds two or more birds 

 

 🦆🦅🦉  

    

 🦆🦅 🦆🦉 🦅🦉 

den 

 🦆 🦅 cnt 🦉 

 0  

 
 

 

 🦆🦅🦉  

    

 🦆🦅 🦆🦉 🦅🦉 

den 

 🦆 🦅 cnt 🦉 

 0  
 

 

 🦆🦅🦉  

    

 🦆🦅 🦆🦉 🦅🦉 

den 

 🦆 🦅 cnt 🦉 

 0  

 
 

 

4.4. In this alternative analysis, the word order facts in (1–6) are explained as follows: 

4.4.1. Count PDs come with [sg] or [pl] that are interpretable only on NPs. 

This drives the embedded NP to copy to spec-RP. 

4.4.2. Mass PDs come with [sg] that is interpretable on both NPs and RPs. 

[sg] is disposed of on the RP that complements the mass PD, so the embedded 

NP does not copy to spec-RP. 

4.5. An inelegance of this analysis: 

4.5.1. much and little come with [sg] that is interpretable on both NPs and RPs. 

4.5.2. The numeral one comes with [sg] that is interpretable only on NPs. 

This is needed to account for one driving the NP to copy to spec-RP: 

……  

(7)  "one ex of Leo's gave her approval to the new A-List couple." 

 a. ✔️one ex of Leo's exes 

 b. ✔️one ex of Leo's exes 

 

5. Recent development: relational mass nouns 

5.1. Recently (24/11/2018), it has occurred to me that much water of Houston's might 

be bad because water is not a relational noun. 

5.2. An example of a relational mass noun is music. 

5.3. Strings where music is spelled out prior to the partitive preposition of do not occur 

in the aforementioned corpora, but do occur in Google: 

……  
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(8)  "We've heard much music of his since we were very young," 

 a. ✔️much music of his music 

 b. ✔️much music of his music 

(9)  "there is very little music of his left in the vault …" 

 a. ✔️little music of his music 

 b. ✔️little music of his music 

(10)  "He had already developed quite a bit of music of his own" 

 a. ✔️a bit of music of his own music 

 b. ✔️a bit of music of his own music 

 

5.4. In sum, I might abandon the component of the analysis where the copying of the 

NP to spec-RP is driven by number features (§1.3.3). 

5.5. Instead, I might pursue an analysis where the copying is driven by the second 

argument of relational nouns such as friend and music. 

 

6. Appendix 

6.1. Zamparelli's (1998:11) PF-licensing condition of PDPs dominating an RP 

 is PF-licensed by stressed lexical material in PD0 or spec-RP; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PDP    

     

PD0  RP  

      

here,  or here R' 

      

 

 PDP    

     

PD0  RP  

      

  R' 
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6.2. Example of two NP copies receiving different number values 

 

PDPii         

           

PD0
ii  RP        

           

  NP[sg]  R'      

           

  R0  DP    

         

    D0  PDPi  

          

      PD0
i NP[pl] 

          

one PILLAR of the four PILLAR 

 Agree     Agree  

 

6.3. Webpage links and retrieval dates 

 link retrieved 

(1) https://abcnews.go.com/WN/CelebrityCafe/story?id=6884584&page=1  10/11/18 

(2) https://www.mid-day.com/articles/mumbai-drunk-stuntmen-critical-after-

falling-from-local-train/16779183  

10/11/18 

(3) https://morgannews.com/2010/12/10/morgan-valley-memories-for-the-

week-of-december-10/  

10/11/18 

(4) https://www.marketplace.org/2014/01/06/sustainability/texas-town-

closes-toilet-tap-loop-our-future-water-supply  

10/11/18 

(5) http://tvbreakroom.com/grimm-the-kiss/  10/11/18 

(6) http://axebow.hakaze.com/fic/fic-iocanerose-thrive.htm  10/11/18 

(7) https://metro.co.uk/2015/01/14/guess-who-leonardo-dicaprios-new-

girlfriend-is-5021486/ 

13/11/18 

(8) http://davidbyrne.com/explore/la-portuaria-hoy-no-le-temo-a-la-

muerte/about 

24/11/18 

(9) https://forum.bodybuilding.com/showthread.php?t=176432311&page=1 24/11/18 

(10) https://wesscholar.wesleyan.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1095&conte

xt=etd_diss 

24/11/18 
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